INTRODUCTION
The very short-period oscillations inevit,ably undergone by any meteorological quantity predicted by a system of primit'ive equations are principally noise, if an atmospheric model is designed so as to forecast a large-scale and slowly moving meteorological wave. The noise appears as highfrequency gravitational waves. In this paper the words "gravitational wave" will be used in this sense.
It is necessary to suppress the noise. Otherwise, an important meteorological wave can be masked by it. The problem of initia.lization of data has been st,udied to find a way to reduce the amplitude of noise (e.g., Hinkelmann [4] , Phillips [7] ). This can be att,ained by an appropriat,e adjustment between the fields of wind and pressure. However, the control of noise which may arise after t.he initial time has not yet been achieved. This problem is presumably serious when a model of the moist atmosphere is dealt with or when the influence of orography is taken into consideration. Namely, if a rapidly changeable process such as the release of latent heat due to condensation of water vapor is included without care in a prognostic equation, the maintained adjust,ment between the two fields will be destroyed and noise will be excited. Similarly, the motion which is forced by mountains is a source of noise too. I n addition, noise will be amplified if the proceduye of numerical integration of the primitive equations does not satisfy the condition for computational stability. In the case cf tlhe "leapfrog" method, which is widely used and is also called the cent,ered-difference method, this condition places an upper limit on the t,ime interval of the marching process. The time interval thus specified is very small as compared with the characteristic time of the meteorological wave. On the other hand, it has been Icn01vn that a stable integration of wave equat,ions can be made without any restriction on the time interval by making use of implicit methods (Richtmyer [lo] ). Furthermore, it is possible to establish an implicit scheme which causes damping of the wave. The degree of this damping effect differs with the period of the wave, just as finite differencing in space has some selective properties for waves with different scales. Consequently, the difficulties associated with the occurrence or the growth of noise may be overcome to some degree with an implicit method.
Many implicit schemes have been discussed; however those to be considered in this paper are the relatively simple ones. The purpose of this study is t o investigate the numerical properties of these schemes when they are used for integrating the wave equation.
In particular, consideration will be given t o how high-frequency waves behave when a large time interval is taken and how selective the damping of the wave is with period.
The discussions in section 3 relat.ive to t,he applicability of implicit methods to the integration of the primitive equations are based on a system of linearized equations wit,hout viscosity.
The actual quadratic nature of t,he equa.tions, from which arise problems of nonlinear in-. stability (Phillips [SI) and of the interac.tion between meteorological wave and noise which reduce the accuracy of the prediction of the former wave, will not be considered in this paper.
A few articles concerning the use of implicit methods have been published in Russian journals (e.g., Tseng Ch'ing-ts'un [ 121, Bortnikov [ 11, TurianskaB [ 111) . The computational instability of one of these methods will be pointed out.
The implicit methods require one to solve a non-trivial equation for the values at a new time level. One such method is an iterative procedure (e.g., a trapezoidal implicit method with an iterative scheme used by Uusitalo MONTHLY WEATHER REVIEW Vol. 9 3 , No. 1 [13] and Veronis [14] ). Generally speaking, an iterative method consists of obtaining a tentative vnlue by a predictor and correcting it recursively by a correct,or. In section 4 , methods in which a corrector is used only once will be presented. These methods have a property ol' selectively damping the wave solutions. One of thenl, which will be referred to in this paper as the Eulerbackward method, is being used for t8he time integration of a general circulation model at the University of California, ];os Angeles. Recently, the integration of the primitive equations has been done with the so-called improved Euler-Cauchy method (Grammeltvedt [ 3 ] ) .
Eliwssen [2] has described the built-in selective damping of this method. It should be remarked that this property is not derived from the finite differencing in time, but results l'rom non-centered finite differencing in space. In this respect, it is different in quality from the selective damping to be discussed in this paper.
If more than two time levels are wssocitked with a scheme of integration for equations of the first order, comput,ational modes will appear which may give rise to instabilities in numerical integration.
Some methods can eliminate or damp this fictitious mode (e.g., Miyakoda
[a], Phillips [9] , Lilly [ 5 ] ) . It seems that the leapfrogtrapezoidal method discussed in section 4 is very useful for suppressing it.
PROPERTIES OF IMPLICIT SCHEMES AND THE LEAP-FROG METHOD IN THE TIME INTEGRATION OF THE WAVE EQUATION
The equation for a quantity, h, which propagates ns R sinusoidal wave does with wavelength, %, and plmse velocity, C, is
The advection of t,he right-hand side the quantity is accurately shown by of (2.1) . When we use : I spectrum method, in which a wave is represented by functions and a spnce derivative is obtained analytically, a,n estimation of t,he advection is accurate. In the following discussions, we assume that the advection takes an accurate value, unless we mention especially finite differencing in space. This will make the properties of time integration schemes clew. Accordingly, the results of the investigations can be applied t o the schemes in which a spectrum method, e.g., a Fourier series, is adopted. If a grid method is used to compute the space derivatives, the tendency equation will be changed. In case of the centered space differences, however, the change in (2.1) is only a modification of phase oelocity. Therefore, we can apply the results t o be obtained also t o the schemes with centered space differences, if a modification of (2.1) is taken into consideration.
TWO TIME-LEVELS SCHEME
We consider the cases where two time-levels, T and T+ 1, are used in integrating (2.1) numericw.lly and. the scheme of computation takes the form h r + l -h r = -i c y h r -k 1 -i OhT (2.2) where cy nt1d p are coefficients at our disposal under the condition a+p=vc (At) .
At is the time interval between two time-levels.
The so-called amplification matrix of (2.2) is 1(1-i~)/(1+icy)l. Then, provided the magnitude of the eigenvalue of the above single element matris is equal to or less than one, the scheme (2.2) is computntiondly stable.
Let h=R exp i6 be the eigenvalue. In the case of a two time-levels scheme, there is only one eigenvalue: namely, no computationa.1 mode mises out of the process of numerical integration. In the above expression of X, R denotes the amplifying rate, which is, of course, fictitious. The phase velocity o f the computed physical mode is -6lvAt.
When cy is zero in (2.2) , a forward time difference scheme (Method 0) is obtained. Hereafter, an Arabic number will be used to identify >in esplicit luethod in contrast t o an alpllabetic letter for identification of an implicit scheme. The d u e s of 6 and 12 for a specified \Tidue of are (2.3) In this case, 6 and It for n specified value of cy ii,re 6 = tan-' (-cy) R=cos 6, using the abovc 6. This method is absolut'ely stable and ciiuses damping of a wave. In the limit of large Icy\, : I wave will be completely damped out. It is also seen that the phase difference of A wave at two time-levels is tLt most ~/ 2 , i.e., below onefourth of wavelength in either direction. The trace of X is shown in figure 2. 3. This scheme is neutral in the sense that it neither amplifies nor damps a wave. The eigenvalue for large la1 approaches -1. Thus, the phase of a wave will be shifted by T, i.e., half a wavelength, in one time step if la1 is infinitely large.
We A time integration of (2.5) was done by the formulas: wr+l-w+=--af w T + ' -g -wT, (Method B) starting from the given initial value wo=uo=l, and assuming f = r / 9 (hr.-l). The period of oscillation is then 18 hr. Although there exists no damping effect in Method B, the error in the phase velccity will make a prediction meaningless if the time step chosen is larger than about one-sixth of a period of the wave. I n figure 2.5 are shown predictions of u, in which Methods A, B, and explicit leapfrog method (Method 1) were repeatedly used, respectively, with a time step of one hour. The damping effect in Method A is clearly seen.
The general case of (2.2) will be referred to as MethodC.
2) is repeated:
In this case the real and imaginary parts of the eigenvalue are
Areat= (1-&>l(1+a2)
A*nza,=-(a+P)l (1+aZ) respectively. Accordingly, the magnitude of X is for (2.2) is, thereWe use this condition in section 3 where we investigate the computational stability of the two time-levels integration scheme in which some terms of the primitive equations take implicit form and others take explicit form.
THREE TIME-LEVELS SCHEME

Now consideration
will be given to the t'hree timelevels formula of the following form
We do not discuss a general three time-levels scheme, but consider only a combined form of the leapfrog and an implicit method.
The amplification matrix of the above formula is
The eigenvalues of the above matrix are obtained as solutions (see Appendix 2) of the equation
Eigenvalues of the amplification matrix of (2.8) are shown on the complex plane. p.is a parameter. The right half of the unit circle corresponds to the computed physical mode and thc left half to the computational mode.
If Ipl<2, one of the t,wo eigenvalues represents the former mode and the other does the latter mode.
If lp1>2, two eigenvalues are on the axis of X,=O and one of them is outside the unit circle, Le., the scheme is computationally unstable.
One of two solutions applies to a.mplification rate and phase velocity of the physical mode, and the other describes those of the so-called computational mode. (Note that the amplification rate and phase velocity of the true physical mode are unity and c, respectively, as defined by (2.1) .) In the analysis of X, we will use either of the two forms: X=X,+iXi or A=R exT it?. Suffix 1 or 2 may be attached to X, R or 6 to denote the above-mentioned two modes, if necessary. The computational stability condition for (2.6) is that both R, and Rz should be equal to or less than one. In the following, a special case and the general case of (2.6) will be examined separately. Method 1 (leapfrog meth.od) .-This scheme is obtained by putting a=O in (2.6):
It is well known that, if I@l <!2 A,="P/2 and and one of IX1,21 is larger than one. As a consequence the computational stability condition is met if IPl<2. Figure   2 .6 shows the trace of X. The right half of the unit circle One of the 61,2 is out of the above ranges if IPl>lal. 
As R is real, 6 is undefined within some ranges, i.e.
tan" -<6<; and tan" -+s<6<-
tan" -and--<d< tan" --"T if a<O. 
APPLICATION OF IMPLICIT SCHEMES FOR EQUA-TIONS OF ATMOSPHERIC WAVES
In this section, the problem of the time integration of the primitive equations with an implicit scheme will be considered by using the results obtained in the previous section.
Equations ( TVith the use of (3.2), (3.1) is rewritten as follows:
where stands for any perturbation quantity (ui, vi, or c$~), a,nd the subscript i corresponds to those of (3.3).
It is seen that the form of (3.4) is identical with (2. 
F2=the right-hand side of (3.1).
The problem is, now, to do the time integration of (3.5) with various methods and to emmine their characteristics. The names of the methocls in the following shoulcl correspond to those in section 2. fllethod A.-Time integration of (3.5) takes the form h,rkl-p=At,F;+'+At.P;+1 (3.6) where 7, r+ 1, and At are two time-levels and the interval between them respectively. it is easy to see that for a specified wavelength and At, damping of the wave is highly selective for gravitational waves, for which vcf is several times larger than for a low-frequency wave. This is the merit of this method.
2.0
It should be noted, however, that damping of the meteorological wave is also unavoidable, however small At may be. Consequently, successive use of (3.6) will at last cause a noticeable da.mping of the lorn-frequency wave. As for the error in phase velocity, it is large when b is large.
Method B.-Time integration of (3.5) The form of (3.4) corresponding to (3.S) is which is equivalent to (2.4) with a=vci(At)/2=b/2. I n this case, too, the amplification rate and ratio of the phase velocity of the computed hi to the true one are estimated and are shown in figure 3.1. This method is neutral for any value of 6 . Therefore, amplitudes of both meteorological and gravitational waves are to be conserved, although very small amplification or damping of waves may be inevitable in practice because of roundoff error in the numerical computation and some error in obtaining kt' as a solution of (3.S). As for the error in phase velocity, those of gravita.tiona1 waves are much larger than that of the meteorological wave. As a consequence, it may be concluded that, if we are not concerned with predicted phases of gravitational waves, we can make a time step in (3.8) somewhat larger than what is usually required in the explicit integration of the primitive equations.
It seems desirable for users of this method to apply it after gravitationnl waves are mostly filtered by other methods (such as method A or filtering initialization). This is particularly important when rt system of nonlinetLr equations is treated, where the three waves are no longer independent of each other.
Ch'ing-ts'un [12] formulated a scheme of time integration of the primitive equat,ion in which the linear terms of the equa,tions were written with average values a t two time-levels and the nonlinear term and &term were to be evaluated explicitly by using values only at the time-level 7. His method was used with some changes by Bortnikov [I] , with a grid size of 300 km. and time increment of 3 hr., which is very large compared to the ra.tio of space increment to phase velocity of gravitational waves. It should be noted that a spatial smoothing was made of some terms a t each step.
Applying Tseng's idea to (3.5) we hnve holds only for the other gravitational wave. Accordingly, the discussion in the previous section suggests that the former two waves will be amplified while damping is to be espected for only one wave.
If we also use finite difference representation for space differentiation in the beginning parts of this section, (3.1) through (3.5) are modified to some extent. Some considerations concerning these are given in Appendix 1. In order to discuss fairly Tseng's method we should use these modified forms. As a result we will have different forms of a and p in (3.12) . However, the modifications of LY and P may be small except for short waves with the wavelength of several grids. Such a scheme is not really computationally stable. This instability cannot be eliminated by reducing a time interval.
Method 1 .-The centered t,ilne difference schelne is the one most widely used a t present. Its form and corresponding formula for each mode of waves are, hrf"-hr"=2.
A t ( F ; f F , ' ) (3.13)
h:+'-&"="i2vci(At)h; (3.14) respectively. Some characteristics of this method are illustrated in figure 4.1. I n case of (3.14), a parameter b in the figure is equal to waves shorter than a critical wavelength should be truncated from the functional form.
The most troublesome deficiency in this method is the occurrence of the computational mode. If the amplitude of this mode becomes large it is meaningless to continue the time integration.
Method D.-This method is written as follows:
hr+'--hr"=2.AtF:+2.AtF~+' (3.15) Namely, the advection term is estimated explicitly and the other terms implicitly. The corresponding formula for each mode is &+'-@"=-2i~(~i-U) *(At)@+"2ivU* (At)hl (3.16) This is identical with (2.6) if we put ( Y =~v ( c~-U ) .
( A t )
/3=2vU* ( A t ) (3.17) If we suppose ci= U in (3.16), it takes the form of (3.14).
If we neglect the second term on the right hand side of (3.16), assuming that Icil> U, then we have a form similsr t80 (3.7). Hence this method looks favorable from the viewpoint of effective damping of gravitational waves. Strictly speaking, however, this method is not computat'ionally stable. This will be explained as follows. The conclusion from the previous section was that the condition of computational stability of (3.16) is IaI>IpI. I n the case of a meteorological wave, a takes a small and non-zero value and this condition cannot be satisfied. On the other hand for gra.c.itationn1 waves, l a 1 is much larger than 1/31, and those waves will be damped. Consequently, this marching scheme cannot be used for a long-range time integration.
However, since the amplification ra.te of the met,eorological wave is very small, this method may be used in shortrange integrations. A test computation of this kind was attempted by using a simple linearized model. The model adopted is the same as (3.1), u = 5 0 m.sec.-l, j is taken a t 45' latitude, and gH=8X104 m.2sec.-2. The wavelength of the sinusoidal wave we treated is 4500 km.
To give the initial values of u, v, and 4, S l = l O O O gpm., S2=50 gpm. and S3=50 gpm. were taken in (3.2) . Then, computations were repeated with A t = l hr. by the scheme (3.15), mere h stands for u, v, and 4. I n computing @+I, we nmde a slight change in the scheme. Namely, vr was used i n s t e d of ~+ l for evaluating the first term on the right hand side of the third equation of (3.1). Then substituting UT+' in the third equation from the first equation, in which vr+l was substituted from the second equation, a one-dimensional Helmholtz-type equation for @+l was obtained. I n our test,, a finit,e difference computation with a 300 km. grid was used and a Helmholtz-type equation was solved by matrix inversion. With the solution of @ + l , both a r + l and vr+l were easily computed. In this way calcu1:itions were continued up to five days, i.e., 120 t,ime steps. In figure 3 .2 the values of 4 and bulbx a t x=O are plotted together with the true variations.
Effective damping of gravitational waves is clearly seen. Chm~ges in amplitucle of the meteorological wave are negligible so far as this example is concerned. A rough estimate for our test case shows that the amplification rates for the meteorological wave is 1+0(10-3) and those for gravitational waves a,re 0.6 or thereabout,. 
ITERATIVE METHOD
To adopt an implicit scheme in the time integration of (3.1) requires solving some equations involving values a,t a time-level in advance. I n order to avoid this process, we can use some guess in evaluating implicit terms in the equation. This idea makes a computation scheme effectively explicit and similm to the so-called predictorcorrector method.
We shall again write (3.1) in the symbolic form :
bh/dt=F, where F is equal to the right hand side of (3.5) . ~hifdt=-iucihi(i=1,2,3) is an equation for any component wave which moves independently of the other two waves. This is equivalent t o (3.4) . Then, it is not difficult to obtain a fornlula in which hT+' is written explicitly in terms of hi and h{-', for each scheme of iteration. In the following the computation scheme written in symbolic form and the corresponding formula for a component wave are given for four methods (where h* is a value t o be estimated at the first step and h**, if necessary, is at the second; F* and F** show values of F which a,re evalunted by using h* and h**, respectively; by definition, b is equal to vCi(At)): h;+'=(1-2b2)h:-J=ibh;" (4.8)
Method .i?-(Euler-backward iteration):
The characteristic qualities of each method are revealed by the eigenvalues of the amplification matrices for (4.2) , (4.4) , (4.6), and (4.8) . In the case of methods 2 and 3, there exists only one computed mode for each of the three component waves, i.e., the computed physical mode which will be denoted by suffix 1 hereafter. While with methods 4 and 5 we have another mode, i.e., the computationa,l mode to be identified by suffix 2. From the eigenvalues, estimates are made of the amplification rate of ea.ch mode and the ratio of phase velocity of the computed mode to the phase velocity to be derived from a parameter b. The latter one is equal to the analytical solution (3.3), if computation of F is made analytically with respect to space.
If F is estimated by centered space difference methods b is equal t G vc',(At) where ci' is a phase velocity modified due t o taking finite differences with respect to space. The ratio of c: to ci is given together with vci in Appendix 1 for some cases. Hence, if finite difference methods are used for both space and time,
(-&/a) x (c;/ci) will yield the ratio of the phase velocity of the computed value to the true phase velocity. At and the shortest wavelength we can treat, as shown already in h b l e 3.2. When an estimate of F is made by centered space differences, i.e., in the case of b=vci'.(At), the maximum value of vet', which is usually a function of grid size and also depends on the finite difference scheme, determines the maximum time interval.
For example, consider the case given in Appendix 1 and assume that Ivci'. (At)l<l is a stability condition. Then, the maximum tolerable value of At for a grid size of 250 km. is 740 sec. or 560 sec., depending on whether the three-point method or five-point method is used in estimating the horizontal gradient of u scalar field quantity. It is 1470 sec. or 1110 sec. for a 500-km. grid and 2820 sec. or 2170 sec. for a 1000-km. grid. Figure 4 .1 shows that the selective damping for gravitational waves can be made the largest by Method 3.
It is characteristic of Methods 4 and 5 that they result in a high ra,te of damping of the computational mode, especially that corresponding to the meteorological wave. Only Method 1 is neutral, provided the stability condition is satisfied. Consequently, it seems a good design t o use iterative methods intermitt,ently. In doing so, the selection and combination of appropriate iterative methods has t o be based upon their.particular properties. To use an iterative scheme at every step may not be suitable for some purposes, since the effect of damping of the wave will accumulate with time. For example, let us assume a wave of length 4000 km. and phase velocity 15 m. sec." Then At=20 min. makes b approximately 0.028. The amplification rate of Method 2 for this value of b is 0.99961. Therefore, with the exclusive use of Method 2 , an amplitude of the wave will be decreased by 2.8 percent in one day (72 steps), resulting in the decrease of kinetic energy of disturbance by 5.5 percent.
As a test of the iterative methods, the differential equation governing inertia oscillation was integrated 
-I
The equation, for which the iterative methods mere npplied, is the same ns ( 2 . 5 ) . j=.lr/9 (hr.-') was assumed. Hence, the period of oscillation is IS hr. As a starting value, wo=uo=l was given for h4ethods 2 and 3. For Methods 1, 4, and 5, it is also necessary to give the value of w a t a time-level nearest to the initial, i.e., w' or w-l, to start the calculation. If we estimate w1 from wo by a modified Euler nlethod which we used to start the calculation by Method 1 in figure 2 .5, we cannot detect the existence of computational mode. I n order to iorce a large initid amplitude of the computational mode the inte,grations with Methods 1, 4, and 5 were begun with wl=wo. 
. SUMMARY
The main properties of the methods considered in sections 2 to 4 are shown in table 5.1. The properties of Method A (two time-levels, backward inlplicit method) , &letbod B (two time-levels, trapezoidal implicit method), Method C (two time-levels, partly implicit method), and Method 1 (three time-levels, leapfrog method) have been discussed so far, more or less. They are confirmed in section 2, where the characteristics of these methods in case of wave equation in simple form are described. In section 3, we consider these methods especially from the viewpoint of their applicability to the int'egration of the primitive equations.
Methods A and B are conlputationally absolutely stable. In the use of these methods, the anlount of computation required to solve the non-trivial equations for the quantities at a, new time-level and the decrerme of accurttcy of the predicted low frequency wave should be weighed against the advantage of a long time interval in a marching process. The :bmplitude of any wave will not be changed with Method .sin V A 
3A
(x)
The above two finite difference formulas take a common form, namely bzjbx=ivfz instead of analytical vdue ivz. Now, with the use of the above expression for a horizontal gradient and an assumption of an equal wave length for u, v, and 4, (3.1) is modified as follows:
The solutions of (3.1-A) are given by
where p is the integer and v=2a/(nA), where n (integer 2 2 ) is a number of grid points within a wavelength, i.e., in other words, n A means wave length. v f may ba written in terms of n and A, V' =-s~n -
. 2n
A n for the three-point method V' =A sin 2 (4-cos 2) for the five-point method. to -U and -gH, respectively. As v'lv is nearly equal to one for large n, the fictitious change of phase velocities due to space finite differencing is s~nnll for relatively long waves. On the contrary, v f / v is smaller than about 0.9 for n 1 8 (in the case of the three-point method) or for n 1 5 (five-point method), and an error in the phase velocity of waves corresponding to these n becomes large.
An important formula which is derived from '/ci) of the modified phase velocity (c,') The ratio of modified phase velocity to an analyt,ical one for some specified cases is shown in tables A . l and A.2. vc; is a useful parameter for examining properties of a time integrntion scheme of (3.1-A). These values are listed in the same tables also. 2, vol. 38, No. 6, Dec. 1960, pp. 250-287. 
